
OMNES INCLUSION CENTRE
*SUMMER EDITION*

SUMMER 2020!

A UNIQUE SUMMER!

This year’s summer came to its end! We were very
pleased to witness the implementation of our ideas and
plans and watch the Inclusion Centre being full of people
again. Thanks to the above, we had a beautiful, creative
and entertaining summer, while managing to take care
of our health.
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AT:
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~Lessons~
*Greek Language*Extra  Tui t ion* Informat ion Sc ience*

Greek Language for adults and children: We began the
teaching of the Greek language with motivation! Our students
are really interested in Greek and enjoy the learning procedure
in the shade of the remarkable laurel that stands in our
blossoming, colorful and fragrant garden. We love our summer
“classroom”!

Extra Tuition for Gymnasium and Lyceum students: The
younger students also had the opportunity to participate in
math and ancient Greek, two subjects that are provided as extra
tuition. Their strong will and great effort make us feel truly
happy and optimistic!

In addition, we tried to help students with the September exams,
since their school participation was limited due to the lockdown,
and our efforts were 100% successful. 

Information Science – Emerging technologies: We live in the
Information Age and, therefore, computer courses are essential.
Both young students and adults participate in weekly lessons
that take place in the Inclusion Centre’s fully equipped
computer laboratory. In this way they learn how to use
computers and they manage to handle the demands of
everyday life.

“I speak Greek
in the street

market,
everyday.”

PARVIZ, 33
“I can

understand
some Greek. The

lessons are
really

helpful.”

ALI,  44

"Ancient Greek
and math are

really
important, the
lessons in the

Inclusion Centre
are very useful

DILSHAD, 14



~Educational visits~

*Maxi t is*Palat iano*St .  George 's  Cave in

Ki lk is*

Our plans were affected by the measures for the
prevention of COVID-19… However, we adjusted to the
situation and actualized them, while being very careful
and remaining in a good mood!

Our adult students visited the journalistic group of
“Maxitis Kilkis” and they were toured around both the
editing and printing areas and the radio booth of Radio
Maxitis FM 87.8.

Our adult students from the Greek classes and our
young students from the ancient Greek classes made an
educational visit to the Archaeological Site of Palatiano,
Kilkis. Despite the high temperature, our students
watched the tour with interest and were truly impressed
by the history of Palatiano, as well as by the magnificent
view! 

One last visit was made by our young students from the
Greek classes. They visited St. George's Cave in Kilkis,
where they saw stalactites, stalagmites, stone corals and
fossilized animals!

“Palatiano is an Archαeological Site and this is very

interesting. We had a nice day with our friends and I

could learn new information about the history of

Greece. Maxitis is a place for the news

dissemination and newspaper distribution to

people”.



~Creative activities~

*Learn ing*Creat iv i ty*Enterta inment*

Apart from lessons, kids from all ages had the
opportunity to take part in creative activities, which
were actualized in the Inclusion Centre! The kids
listened to fairytales, made wind chimes, jewellery and
fabric ornaments. Through these activities, younger
and older kids came closer together, had fun and
impressed us with their abilities! 

“Everything was very good and we had a very nice

time. I enjoyed very much the manufacture of

jewellery etc. Thank you all”. 

Aween, 14

AWEEN, 14



Meetings- Discussions

*Heal th  educat ion*Lessons*

Health is the most precious thing in life. This is why we
considered it as important that we are all aware of ways
to remain healthy and decided to organize frequent
meetings with the nurses of our medical department!
These meetings were held twice a week and they were
concerned with “Doctor’s appointments” and “Women’s
medical issues”!

At the same time, due to the fact that the new school
year will soon begin, there were a lot of discussions and
updates about the importance of the classes in the
Inclusion Centre for both kids and adults!

All these actions would not have taken

place without the valuable assistance

and support from the organization 

Help refugees! We are grateful to them

for their contribution to our work, which

is to promote inclusion and help the

people in our Centre better every

aspect of their lives!


